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METAL CUTTINGG

METAL FORMINGS

DIE CASTING

INJECTION MOULDING

World class machinery and
state-of-the-art equijpment to
achieve high productivity and

effectively meet growing quality
requirements of the industry
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Waldrich Coburg CNC Milling Machine

Our Mission

What the customer get

Lves longar

Better use of capital investment

degree very close to the original.

oThe machine acquires an accuracy

Practicaly new machine.

The machine stays fit longer.

Remanufacturing

Competitive engineering solutions to your unproductive
machines. Reengineering the machine to make it far
Superior to its original specifications. It is our commitment
to provide our customers
today's technology at
competitive prices.

Refurbishing

Unsurpassed Facilities

Drawing from its superior technical knowhow and the
maintenance

experience, HMT has been

immense reservoir of machine tool manufacturing,

engineering and

Successful in making reconditioning yet another area of

refurbishing old and unproductive

unsurpassed facility for remanufacturing - reconditioning,

its technical expertise. HMT has developed an

and

machines-both metal cutting machines and metal forming

retrofitting

presses, die casting and plastic injection moulding
machines make, model, size and capacity not

withstandlins. Capabilities include
SIP Jg Boring Machine

machines spread over various units.

Specialised facilities for specific types of

at any of HMT's

nine units or at its exclusive Central

Reconditioning may take place

Remanufacturing Division at Bangalore.

Highly skilled technical manpovwer.

Material handling facilities.

and latest manufacturing facilities.

Equipped with competent design capabilities

o

oPrecision machining and heattreatment facilities.

Reliable inspection and testing facilities.

The result - extending machine's productive service

life and even improving productivity through

remanufacturing.

a total package

na
Remanufacturing

remanufacturing.

1962 make Ward-16C heavy

düty Ccombiration turet lathe totaly reconltoned

Rgraced to CNC machine with hydaulicaly operated talstock 12-station motcr

At HMT, the services offered go beyond

Complete remanufacturing supplemented by a thorough

biclirectional turet centalised lubrication system,

only a few of this total packageservices

expertise, experience and capability are

chip conveyor and machine cladaiog

documentation for the machine - hydraulic and electronics

schematics, spare parts and service/maintenance manuals

and backed up by after sales maintenance (including
spare parts supply) and customer training programmes

are

to assure maximum productivity from remanufactured
machines

Advantages
HMT's remanufacturing package is backed up by nearly
fve decades of experience in the manufacture of machine

tools from a simple general purpose to sophisticated

FMS/CIM systems including plastics processing equipment
of the

such as injection moulding and diecasting machines. The

totality

refiected in its remanufacturing actvities.

At

What all it involves

condition.

at

restoring

machine to
a

like

This is absolute and total and often

HMT, rebuilding is aimed

new

Complete cismanting ofthe machine. And thorough
cleaning of al parts, inclucing housings ard castings

Inspection of parts for wear and defects, and
replacement if required

including advanced

invoves adding today's technology-

Replacement ofall bearingstoensuregreateracCUracy
and longer life

hydraulics and control systems and new components
prepaing the machine for future upgrades. The

and

Grindlinghand scraping of guideways to restore

modem

programme includes

original acCuracy of alignments.

Rewiring of the entire electrical system

CNC systenm

Upgrading ofan obsolete CNC system with a
Retrofiting if required

oRe-assemby testing and painting

Lal

1974 make WKV100 Ig Borng Mactne totaly
to restore ornigral test chart accuaces

acka

reconctioncod

Before
and

Grinder

Tmis asens 1958 Studer
Cylindrical
reconditioned

CNCC

upgrded to a high
performance

The

Cylindrical Ginding

gives

and

better

reconcitonedmachine

Machine.

now

productiid For many

Ccuracy
years to come

_How the customer is benefited

Most obvius benefit s the cost of the equipment

Depending on individual circumstances, the user can save

between 30% to 60% over buying a new piece of

equipment. Remanufactuing beingacustom-built process,

the customer can get the exact enhancement desired

After

the customer to analyse the

potential

cost of spares to be replaced will be indicated.

HMT helps

savings by opting for remanufacturing

After

the

cost

complete dismantling and inspection of all the parts,

plus spares Initially, labour cost will be indicated.

The total cost of reconditioning will be the cost oflabou

me
oenetite

Goding &lewis' Truck frame Miling Machine fully reconditioned and upgrade0
New headstocks designed and retrofited to each columm with special gearbox and

balsorews for movenentofheadstocksofcolmns sadole and bed- RCs replacing
relay controllogic-Automatic hdaulic camping-Automatictimer ubrication system
-

Ihcrease in

forguidewas- DROSfor 3aves-3DCOR electricalcontrolcabinets for each cotmn
mounted on special platfom-Siemens AC servodives and contos
productinty level by 250 to 300%.

edo

HMT's hyaraulic interna/ grinding machine

to meet specific requirements of bearing

refurbished into CNC Internal Gninding Machine

ndustry Hydauhcs completely eliminated-State

it

Electromagnetic chucking

ofthe at digital CNC System-Inprocessgauging

-Autoloading

Howwe do

includes

potential

Areview of present status of the machine and a projection

of time required for its rehabilitation

returns on rebuilding the machine with latest sophisticated

user-friendy controls, additional components and special

features as required by the customer.

meeting

the current

safety standards

We

Reconditioning on the customer's premises if the machine

is large, heavy and difficult to transport.

on

Upgrading without compromising on safety factors.
insist

HMTs hydauic cAindhcal grinding machine K130 refurbished

into CNC Cindrical Grinding Machine to meet specific

requirements ofautomobile industry,Inprocessgauging- Turaie

ining on sidles-Accuacyof9to 3yumongrourndcomponents

At HMT we believe in achieving highest possible standards to assure our customers complete
satisfaction. You can transform your old, tired, rundown, unproductive machines into one

Centre lathes

Superfinishins

Amt

matching today's technology We are dedicated to provide a new lease of life to your
machines to make you profitable and successful.

Range of machines remanufactured include
Universal

miling machines

Heavy duty lathes
Vertical

Machining centres Vertical borin

machines

Jig boning machines

oylindrical sinding
Jig milling machines

lathes Miling machines Gear shapers

mills
Multispindle

Vertical twin spindle NC chuckers

Edge planing machinesRadial drils
Automatic grinding

Head turning machines Gauging and weighing

automatsFine boring machines

machines

reconditioned and retrofitted Regrinding &scraping

Tool Room CNC Milling Machine - Maho, Germany

Angular boring machines Truckframe milling machines

machines Bulletjackettim machines eFinish trim machines
driling

ofguideways DC servodrives replaced by

NC Deep hole

by Hinumerik 2000 Replacement of ballscrews.

ACservoodrives Philips scales replaced by
Heidenhain linearscales- MAHO system replaced

machines

Planing machines
Link boring machinese Horizontal boring machines

Swasey remanufactured- Replacementof Kaxis linear

Honzontal twin spindle CNC ChuckerofMurata Warner

System replacement-New machine

scale with encoder Replacement ofbalscrews with
modifications

to restore onginal test chart accuacies

cladding to improve aesthetics Total reconditioning

Maag Gear Shaper reconditioned to restore onginal

geometical accuracies as per MAAG Test Chart

HMT (International) Limited
Phone
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